Subject: Planned equipment maintenance

Date: 29 April 2015

The Suncor Montreal Sulphur Plant will be proceeding with planned equipment maintenance. These activities are part of our plant’s regular annual maintenance and repair plan intended to ensure the safe, efficient operation of our equipment. The work will proceed on April 29th running until mid-May 2015.

These activities are part of our plant’s regular annual maintenance and repair plan intended to ensure the safe, efficient operation of our equipment.

The work will be carried out in accordance with our commitment to the community and in such a way as to reduce nuisances and their impacts.

Thank you for understanding.

For further information, you may contact our Environment, Health and Safety group at 514-645-1636.

Transmission

- The Association Industrielle de l’Est de Montréal (AIEM) site: www.aiem.qc.ca
- City of Montreal
- City of Montreal-East
- MDDELCC
- Members of the Montreal Sulphur Plant Liaison Committee

"This notice stems from our social commitment as a member of the AIEM, and its aim is to inform members of the neighbouring community about any unusual events likely to have an impact outside our site."